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VIEWPOINT

D P Francis, L C Davies, A J S Coats

Chronic heart failure (CHF) carries a mortality higher than many forms of cancer,1 as
well as impairing quality of life and causing
many acute hospital admissions.2 Despite the
recent improvements in medical treatment,
prevalence and mortality of CHF seem set to
remain high.3
The convention of defining CHF in terms of
symptoms, clinical signs, and findings on investigation has certain limitations. Firstly, although
the principal symptoms—breathlessness and
fatigue on exercise—may be pronounced, they
overlap with those of patients with respiratory
disease and can even be reported by normal
subjects. Secondly, signs of fluid retention do
not always persist with optimal medical treatment and when they are found they do not necessarily signify cardiac failure.4 Thirdly, while
imaging investigations may identify abnormalities in cardiac function at rest, there are diYculties in obtaining an objective, unifying measurement that may be useful across all forms of heart
failure. Lastly, none of these observations can
identify that exercise capacity is indeed limited
by cardiovascular, rather than respiratory,
musculoskeletal, or motivational causes.
It may be a weakness of our conventional
approach to CHF that abnormalities of exercise performance are gauged only subjectively
while objective data are obtained only in the
resting state. In this article, we argue that the
unifying characteristic in this disease is chronic
limitation of exercise aerobic response and that
focusing on this may help diagnosis as well as
prognostic assessment.
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DiYculties with conventional diagnostic
techniques
The New York Heart Association (NYHA)
classification of symptoms has served us well as
a simple symptom grading system. Training is
straightforward and no special equipment is
required. However, while it separates patients
into asymptomatic, mild, moderate, and severe
groups, most patients in routine practice fall into
the mild or moderate groups. Psychological factors, in both the patient and the physician, no
doubt play an important part in the NYHA
grading. Moreover, the sensitivity of this grading
to changes in exercise capacity is poor.
Signs of oedema in the limbs or lungs can be
evanescent and their interobserver reproducibility and temporal variation are not well
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established. Leg oedema, in particular, has
poor specificity and may have many causes in
an elderly population.4 Conversely, patients
with CHF receiving regular medical attention
may have a very low prevalence of signs of
oedema,5 6 despite persistent exercise intolerance and high mortality. To increase its
sensitivity, the requirement for oedema might
be reduced such that any prior episode is
acceptable, although this would reciprocally
weaken the specificity.
Objective quantification of left ventricular
ejection fraction (EF), although well entrenched in cardiological practice and as an
entrance requirement of clinical trials, is not a
panacea. EF is the ratio of stroke volume to end
diastolic volume (EDV). Stroke volume is itself
equal to cardiac output (CO) divided by heart
rate (HR). Thus EF = CO/(HR × EDV). Since
EF is measured at rest, and at rest CO of
ambulant patients with heart failure is frequently normal, depression of resting EF may
be viewed as a manifestation of resting
tachycardia or ventricular dilatation.
Even if resting EF may give a complete picture of cardiac systolic function on exercise, it
would not simultaneously quantify diastolic
heart failure, which is now recognised to carry
an adverse prognosis.7–9 Indeed, with the inclusion of patients with valvar regurgitation
superimposed upon left ventricular disease, the
spectrum of CHF includes high, normal, and
low EFs. Patients with heart failure resulting
from systolic or diastolic dysfunction or valve
disease are united by symptoms of fatigue or
breathlessness limiting exercise and the common thread in their exercise physiology is
chronic limitation of exercise aerobic rate.10
The greatest weakness in conventional diagnostic criteria for CHF is that absolutely all the
objective evidence collected—by examination
or by imaging—is at rest, despite this being a
disease of exercise. Exercise abnormalities are
addressed solely by subjective questioning;
only three levels of symptoms are widely used
and those without (or denying) symptoms cannot be separated at all. For most patients consulting physicians for CHF who are in NYHA
classes I–III there are no symptoms at rest; to
them, there is no doubt that the disease is one
of exercise.
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limitation of exercise aerobic response (characteristic of heart failure11) or failure to utilise
aerobic capacity fully (indicating that cardiac
output is not the rate limiting step).
These distinctions are made from the temporal course of metabolism during exercise and
measurement of the respiratory exchange ratio
of carbon dioxide output (VCO2) to VO2. The
data in fig 1A are from a healthy 60 year old. At
rest, VCO2 is less than VO2. As exercise proceeds,
VO2 rises but begins to form a plateau; VCO2
continues to rise so that, at peak exercise, the
VCO2:VO2 ratio greatly exceeds 1.00. This is the
simplest of several techniques for confirming the
development of anaerobic metabolism.
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Figure 1 Metabolic traces from diagnostic exercise physiology testing showing oxygen uptake (thick lines) and carbon
dioxide production (fine lines). (A) Healthy control. (B) Patient with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy: the same pattern,
but oxygen uptake is limited at a lower level. (C) Patient with breathlessness, found to be caused by emphysema.
(D) Subject referred with breathlessness, who terminated the test before reaching anaerobic metabolism (but was found to
have normal spirometry). (E) Same subject retested, showing normal exercise capacity.
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Value of diagnostic exercise physiology
Diagnostic exercise physiology11 12 oVers several valuable pieces of information to the clinician. Firstly, peak oxygen uptake (VO2) is
particularly reproducible13–15 among the available measures of exercise capacity.
Secondly, peak VO2 predicts mortality12 16–20
in CHF better than any resting measurement.
This is recognised in guidelines for the
management of severe CHF: a peak VO2 below
14 ml/kg/min implies prognosis poor enough
to warrant transplantation.17
Thirdly, and arguably clinically most interesting, is its identification of the cause of impaired
exercise capacity—specifically, whether it is
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Figure 2 Diagnostic features of chronic heart failure. Ejection fraction may be low,
normal, or high. Physical signs of fluid overload are reduced with treatment with diuretics
and neurohormonal agents. Chronic limitation of exercise aerobic rate, however, persists.
ACE, angiotensin converting enzyme; BNP, brain natriuretic peptide.

Figure 1B shows data from a 60 year old with
idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy. At rest, this
patient’s metabolism closely resembles that of
the normal subject, with VO2 of 3.5 ml/kg/min
and VCO2:VO2 ratio of 0.80. Again, as exercise
increases, VO2 rises but begins to form a plateau
at a much lower level. VCO2 continues to
increase and at peak exercise VCO2:VO2 again
exceeds 1.00. This quantitative reduction of
the peak achieved VO2 despite development of
anaerobic metabolism (chronic limitation of
exercise aerobic response) is characteristic of
CHF, even when fluid overload has been
removed by medical treatment.6 Note that for a
clinician reviewing this patient, achievement of
anaerobic metabolism confirms that the limitation is cardiovascular rather than respiratory or
motivational.
In fig 1C, however, although the VO2 and
VCO2 of a 58 year old subject both rise during
exercise, breathlessness causes termination
before VO2 plateaus and is overtaken by VCO2. It
can be concluded that cardiac performance is
not the limiting factor in exercise. (The patient
was found to have emphysema on lung
function testing.)
The fourth subject was referred for evaluation of breathlessness and chest tightness on
exercise. Routine ECG exercise testing showed
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non-specific ST-T wave changes and coronary
angiography was normal. Diagnostic exercise
physiology yielded the data in fig 1D, with
breathlessness given as the reason for termination. Spirometry was normal and so emphysema was unlikely to be the limiting factor. The
subject was therefore reassured and counselled, and re-exercised. This (fig 1E) revealed
normal exercise capacity.
The fourth useful piece of information that
the clinician can obtain is the behaviour of
oxygen saturation on exercise. CHF on its own
does not cause desaturation on exercise. In one
series of 37 patients with CHF, the only three
showing desaturation on exercise were found to
have alternative diagnoses: patent foramen
ovale with right to left shunt during exercise,
pulmonary embolic disease, and clinically
unsuspected obstructive airways disease.21
Fifth, the ventilatory response to exercise
(slope of the ratio of expired ventilation to
VCO2) can be measured. This is abnormally
augmented in many patients with CHF,5
closely related to symptoms of breathlessness,5
and carries additional prognostic significance5 22 that has recently been suggested to be
even more powerful23 24 than that of peak VO2.
Lastly, alongside these data, all the information obtained from a conventional exercise
test is also available, including exercise induced
arrhythmias,25 ST segment changes, and
chronotropic incompetence.26 These abnormalities may merit specific treatment.
Practical issues
There are three principal arguments against
shifting the diagnostic focus of CHF from subjective and resting criteria to exercise based
criteria. Firstly, the cost of ensuring availability
of metabolic monitoring equipment in every
district general hospital might be suspected to
be prohibitive. However, prices have fallen and
now a treadmill with full metabolic monitoring
facilities costs little more than a traditional
ECG only treadmill. The marginal cost of
equipping a clinic for diagnostic exercise physiology is therefore almost zero to a hospital
considering routine replacement of (or addition to) its treadmill facility.
The second cloud is the assumption among
clinicians who are familiar with ECG only
exercise testing but unacquainted with metabolic measurement that it is not possible to
distinguish limitation of exercise by heart
failure from other causes. However, the central
element in diagnostic exercise physiology is
measurement of gas exchange—these data
allow the distinction to be made.
The third area of concern is over the wisdom
of obliging these patients, who may be elderly,
to participate in exercise. However, clinical
experience is that these tests are safe. In our
institution, where diagnostic exercise physiology is routine for heart failure evaluation, we
do not consider age or general poor health a
contraindication to the measurement of peak
VO2. Indeed, our published experience of diagnostic exercise physiology in elderly patients
(mean age 76 years) is that our cohort had
medium term mortality comparable with that
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The endocrine dimension
Heart failure is a multisystemic disease with
manifestations beyond the cardiovascular system itself. Hormonal disruption is central to
the production of fluid overload. Indeed, an
increase of brain natriuretic peptide29 is suYciently sensitive and specific to be used as a
screening test for heart failure (defined
echocardiographically) in a population.30 However, while brain natriuretic peptide is likely to
become extremely valuable in the identification
of potential cases of heart failure, it should be
borne in mind that it measures an endocrine
phenomenon (fig 22) that, like fluid overload,
becomes less prominent with medical treatment.31 Adequately treated patients still have
the “forward” component of heart failure, and
this continues to be manifested in their exercise
physiology.
Conclusions
CHF is a disease of exercise: exercise limitation
is its principal symptom; the degree of exercise
limitation is its principal prognostic indicator.
Consequently, it is not surprising that even
elementary non-invasive diagnostic exercise
physiology assessment gives valuable clinical
information. Importantly, exercise limitation
by heart failure (fig 1B) can be distinguished
from other causes, including poor motivation
(fig 1D). Chronic limitation of exercise aerobic
response is a reproducible feature of CHF and
correlates well with both symptoms and
prognosis. These features appear to commend
the objective detection of limitation of the
exercise aerobic response as not merely an
aspect of CHF but possibly as the unifying and
principal concept in this disease (fig 2).
Diagnostic exercise physiology can provide this
information and can distinguish between the
common causes of exercise limitation while
remaining simple and becoming increasingly
cheap.
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of cohorts of elderly patients acutely admitted
for heart failure, indicating that they were no
less ill.27 Moreover, the clinical benefit of exercise therapy in CHF is becoming clearer28; how
can we expect patients to heed our calls for
regular physical activity at home when we hesitate to oVer them a supervised exercise test
with full metabolic and electrocardiographic
monitoring in a hospital?

